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Vandalisim
or street art?
GRAFFITI'S RISE FROM JAIL TO GENTRY
Words: Harriet May de Vere Jackson / Illustration: Postaganda

So, last summer prolific street artist Eine
spray-painted Louis Vuitton’s London popup store. No, this wasn’t a stand against
mass consumption, nor was it a powerful
statement from a political activist, a
message of peace or a testimony against
prejudice. It was in celebration of a
scarf collaboration. Oh, how far we’ve
come. Now before you dismiss Eine as a
sellout, as the bottom rung on the graffiti
evolution ladder, the plankton to Banksy’s
Absolute Being if you will, ask yourself
this: could you turn down Louis Vuitton?
It takes a stronger person than me, and
one with a far higher moral standing and
philanthropic a nature, to turn down the
boost and notoriety a brand like that could
give to your career. Plus, Louis Vuitton’s
the shit. Anyway, do we still think of
graffiti and the imagery associated with
it as rebellious? Or, with its move from
slum to city, and endorsements coming
in left, right and high rise from big name,
glutton-dressed-as-lamb such as Nike,
BMW and Marc Jacobs, has it finally been
homogenised into the everyday? Or even
elevated above us average Joes and Janes,
who shop at Target, ride the escalators
and treat ourselves to caramel waffles at
Starbucks?
Come on, even my mother’s heard of
Banksy. Everyone and anyone has Wall and
Piece on their coffee table. From those
who’ve participated in or followed the
street art movement from its early-1980s
boom to ignorant lads who think art’s for
girls and gays but reckon dumping this
book on their uni room floor, the cover
distorted by a thin layer of white powder,

might get them laid. That hot first-year
doing Art History 101 purring, "OMG, I
love Banksy! That little girl with the heart
balloon is sooo cute," as she takes off
her bra. In your drug-addled dreams, my
friend.
So when was tireless, groundbreaking and
grubby-handed graffiti murdered by street
art, his upstart son with highlighted hair, a
black AMEX and nose too straight for God
to create?
What was wrong with the word 'graffiti’
anyway? The etymology comes from
graffito, meaning ‘a scratch’. But maybe
these artists don’t want to scratch but
rather explode. Who wants to scratch at
the surface when you could break through
it and see what’s on the other side?

aged just 31, did Haring also put the kiss of
death upon this genre?
The starving artist is a myth; every artist
wants fame and money. In fact, every
person wants fame and money. The ones
who claim they don’t are lying. Every
artist wants acclaim for their work and
the money to be able to give the finger to
their boss at their McJob and spend their
days splashing paint around in their lightflooded studio with sea views. Sounds
dreamy, doesn’t it? Don’t believe all this
Lady Gaga bullshit of not caring about
money. Warhol told it like it was: "Making
money is art, working is art and good
business is the best art", and Keith clearly
liked what he heard.

One graffiti artist to shatter through the
barrier between high and low art was Keith
Haring. Arguably the first street artist
to gain mainstream international fame,
Haring’s friendship and collaborations
with mass consumption’s self-pronounced
paramour Andy Warhol helped his
notoriety. Moving to New York from
Pennsylvania aged 19, Haring, dodging
intrusive police eyes, began scribbling on
the blank black spaces left by the removal
of advertising posters on the subway.

It’s about more than the money, though
that’s a nice bonus. It’s about being
recognised for a creation you’ve poured
everything you have into. Whether this
recognition is taking just one second out of
the day of a commuter who does a doubletake at one of Vexta’s fallen angels, or it’s
from Marc Jacobs who photographed his
Paris shop, vandalised by graffiti artist
Kidult with the slogan ‘$686’, screened the
image onto t-shirts and sold them at, you
guessed it, $686 a pop.

In his 20s, Haring scored deals with
Reebok, Absolut, BMW and Swatch. He
reformed his aesthetic from a space-filling
scrawl on the Subway into a print that
was synonymous with his name, allowing
these brands to gain credibility by aligning
themselves with street culture. But was
Haring selling out? Tragically dying of AIDS

The idea that perhaps it’s best to play
along with the big boys may be repugnant,
but if you’re going to sell out you may
as well do it wearing Louis Vuitton head
to toe. Oi you, self-righteous; hope that
smugness is keeping you warm because
your ideas sure aren’t!
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